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Interdependence of the electrical and optical properties of liquid crystals
for phase modulation applications
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The electrical capacitance and conductance of nematic liquid crystal~LC! cells were measured in
combination with their optical properties as functions of applied voltage magnitude and frequency.
A single experimental system was used in order to determine the correlation between these
characteristics. These parameters are crucial for understanding and optimizing the performance of
modal LC devices. Both ordinary and dual frequency LCs were investigated. For the latter type,
Cole-Cole diagrams show a Debye type frequency dispersion in a limited range of 4–9 kHz. Also,
a phenomenological theory of the measured parameters was developed and is in good agreement
with experimental data. Two examples are discussed, and they illustrate the importance of taking
into account the equivalent conductance of LC cells. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The application of liquid crystal~LC! modulators as
phase modulators for real time wave front control is imp
tant for the development of inexpensive adaptive op
systems.1–3 Usually LCs are homogeneously aligned f
phase-only modulation. A given distribution of the refracti
index, and hence the phase, is defined by the electric
distribution across the aperture. The electric field distrib
tion, in its turn, is produced either by a set of individu
electrodes~pixels!,4 by the distribution of light intensity in a
photoconductor,5 or by the field distribution in a modal wav
front corrector.6 The modal control principle facilitates
relatively simple design of cylindrical and spherical adapt
lenses,7,8 a key element in many optical applications. The u
of modal LC modulators and dual frequency control9,10 in
order to improve the LC response time both require a
description of the electrical parameters of the LC, such as
cell capacitance, conductivity and dielectric constants. Th
are all functions of the applied electric field. In this article w
present a model of the LC electrical properties and relate
experimental results. The main results of this article are~1!
to show the qualitative and quantitative connections betw
the electrical and optical properties of nematic LCs,~2! to
demonstrate how these relationships are useful in explai
some of the properties of real LC phase modulators, and~3!
to allow advanced control of dual frequency modal LC d
vices. We begin by outlining the principle of modal LC co
trol to produce lenses. Then we describe the theory of

a!Electronic mail: a.f.naumov@durham.ac.uk
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cell capacitance, conductance, and electrooptical respo
Next we compare these with experimental results and d
some conclusions.

A modal liquid crystal corrector~MLCC! can be treated
as a system with a distributed electrical resistance of
control electrode and distributed impedance of the LC lay
The applied voltage distributionV(x,y) ~x and y are the
coordinates along the LC layer! is described by the lens
equation:7

¹S
2V5rS c

]V

]t
1rSgV, ~1!

whererS is the control electrode sheet resistance, andc and
g are the specific capacitance and conductance of the
layer, respectively. Bothc andg are functions of the applied
voltage.

For pure-nematic LCs, the dielectric relaxation and t
capacitance and conductance have usually been investig
by way of small-signal techniques11,12 with ac voltages of
about 1V. The electric properties have mostly been explo
separately from phase delay measurements. Only rece
attempts were made13,14 to relate the retardanceDF, the ac
voltage, and the cell capacitanceC. However, in these ex-
periments the equivalent conductivity of the LC cell was n
taken into account.

PHENOMENOLOGICAL RELATIONS

Phase-only modulation~with no polarization or intensity
modulation! is achieved by the electroopticS effect in cells
based on nematic LCs with an initially planar alignment.
this study we are concerned only with cells of this type.
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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pure nematic LCs~where there are no free charge carrie!
the total current density is represented by the displacem
current only:

j i5
]Di

]t
, i 5x, y, z, ~2!

wherez is the coordinate normal to the LC layer. When t
electric fieldE is directed alongz axis, the electric displace
ment is given byDz5«0«Ez , with «058.854310212 F/m
and

«5«' cos2 u1« i sin2 u, ~3!

where«' and « i are the perpendicular and parallel comp
nents of the dielectric tensor, andu is the angle of the
director.

In Eq. ~3! «' and « i depend on the frequency of th
applied voltage~dispersion of the dielectric constants!, but
not on its amplitude. It is known from experiment11 the fre-
quency dispersion of«' and « i is manifested in different
frequency ranges. The high-frequency dispersion of«' cor-
responds approximately to the Debye relaxation time of
isotropic liquid. That means that«' must be mainly contrib-
uted to by the rotation of the LC molecules around their lo
axes, since this rotation is independent of the nematic in
action. The low-frequency dispersion of« i is inherent to the
LC state only. Therefore, it must be produced by the rotat
of the LC molecules around their short axes. The interm
lecular forces that are responsible for the nematic order h
per this rotation, thereby increasing the relaxation time a
bringing the dispersion range down to radio frequencies.

Conversely, the angleu in Eq. ~3! is approximately in-
dependent of the voltage frequency~within a restricted fre-
quency range!, but is a function of its root mean square~rms!
value because for practically interesting frequencies of
applied voltage the director cannot follow the instantane
time variation of the local electric field.

Following these obvious but necessary notes, we
correctly define and calculate the equivalent capacitance
conductance of the LC layer. From Eqs.~2!, j z can be rewrit-
ten, usingDz , andEz}exp(2ivt), as

j z52 iv««0 Ez . ~4!

Integrating across the cell thickness we obtain

V5E
2d/2

d/2

Edz5
i I

vC0

1

d E2d/2

d/2 dz

«~z!
5

i I ^«21&
vC0

, ~5!

where I 5 j z S is the total current amplitude,C05«0S/d is
the so called geometric capacitance of the cell, andS andd
are the electrodes area and the LC thickness, respecti
The brackets denote averaging over the LC layer thickne

From Eq.~5! the equivalentG andC parameters can b
described in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the
layer complex dielectric constant:

Z215
I

V
5G2 ivC5

2 ivC0

^«21&
, ~6!
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where C5cS and G5gS are the cell’s equivalent capac
tance and conductance, respectively. Separation of the
and imaginary parts in Eq.~6! yields

G5 «0vS•

b

a21b2
, C5 «0S•

a

a21b2
, ~7!

where we denoted

a5E
2d/2

d/2 «8dz

«821«92
, b5E

2d/2

d/2 «9dz

«821«92
, ~8!

and«8 and«9 are the real and imaginary parts of the diele
tric constant. To calculate the integrals in Eq.~8!, the angleu
vs z dependence must be found from the steady-s
Ericksen-Leslie’s equation of general theory of theS effect
~see, for example, Ref. 15! which is given by

]

]z F ~K11cos2 u1K33sin2 u!
]u

]zG2~K332K11!

3sinu cosuS ]u

]zD 2

1 «0D«E2 sinu cosu50, ~9!

whereK11 andK33 represent the splay and bend Frank elas
constants, and

E~z!5Dz /«0~« i sin2 u1«' cos2 u! ~10!

is the rms of the applied electrical field.
In the general case, the solution is available only in n

merical form. However, for small and large voltages, resp
tively, the formulas forG andC are straightforward. At volt-
ages below the threshold for theS effect, V,Vth , the LC
director is not realigned, hence«5«' . Otherwise, forV
@Vth the director is everywhere along the field lines exce
for the narrow regions near the cell walls, giving«5« i .
Then we obtain, from Eqs.~7!,

G5vC0«g9 , C5«g8C0 , g5H', for V,Vth

i , for V@Vth
. ~11!

The LC retardance,DF, is also determined by the orienta
tion of the LC molecules,

DF5
2p

l E
2d/2

d/2 H n'ni

@n'
2 cos2 u~z!1ni

2 sin2 u~z!#1/2
2n'J dz,

~12!

whereni and n' are the refractive indices measured alo
and normal to the optical axis.

Eqs. ~7!, ~11! and ~12! provide a basis for the interpre
tation of the experimental results below, as well as the me
for relating the observableG, C, andDF with «8 and«9.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We examined the following nematic LCs: LC1348 an
LC1001 ~NIOPIC, Russia! and E49~Merck, Germany!. We
selected these because~1! LC1348 is a typical material use
in optically addressed modulators,~2! LC1001 exhibits low-
frequency inversion of the dielectric anisotropy, and is use
for high temporal bandwidth applications via dual frequen
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control, and~3! E49 is the most suitable material for fabr
cating modal wave front correctors due to its high birefr
gence and low conductivity.

Each LC cell was initially planar aligned, set by a pol
vinyl alcohol ~PVA! layer deposited onto the transpare
electrodes in a centrifuge followed by rubbing of the PV
layer with fabric in one direction. The thickness of the L
layer was set by calibrated polivinyl spacers. The geome
of the cells was as follows:S58 cm2, d525mm for the
LC1348 andS510 cm2, d55 mm for the LC1001 cells.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. We used
ac bridge circuit to measure theG and C parameters, with
the LC cell in one arm of the bridge and an adjustable
pacitor and resistor connected parallel in the other. A si
soidal generator was connected across one of the bridg
agonals and a lock-in amplifier tuned to the genera
frequency across the other. It was necessary to use
lock-in amplifier in order to select only the driving fre
quency; other frequencies were also generated due to
nonlinear behavior of the LC. With the double switchSw in
position 1 the LC cell was supplied with ac voltage whi
induces the LC director to reorient by an angleu, which in
turn, varies the effective birefringence and electric charac
istics of the cell. By varying the balancing resistance a
capacitance of the bridge we minimized the lock-in volta
Then switchSw was set into position 2 and the digitalRC
meter displayed the equivalent capacitance and resistan

To measure the phase delay, we assembled a Miche
interferometer with the LC cell under investigation in th
object arm. The initial alignment of the LC layer coincide
with the linear polarization direction of the 0.633mm He–Ne
laser beam. The interference fringe displacement was m
tored visually on a glass-fiber plate with a crosshair.

The C2V characteristics at different frequenciesf
5v/2p are plotted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that, as
voltage crosses the threshold, the capacitance increases
is to be expected considering Eqs.~7! and the positive an-
isotropy (« i8.«'8 ) of the LCs. The high-voltage behavior o
the capacitance in Fig. 2~c! corresponds to the low-frequenc
dispersion of«8 for LC1001. With increasing frequency«8
decreases and equals«'8 at approximately 7 kHz. At highe
frequencies the capacitance remains equal to its
threshold magnitude over the entire voltage range since tS

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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effect vanishes at zero anisotropy. Figure 3 shows
equivalent conductance,G, as a function of applied voltage
The plots demonstrate that conductance, like capacitanc
determined by the LC molecular realignment. Note the d
ference in scales indicating the higher conductance of
dispersive LC.

The solid lines in Figs. 2 and 3 represent the theoret
curves calculated using Eqs.~7! and ~12! together with
steady-state Ericksen–Leslie’s equation~9!, and the points
indicate experimental results. We used the following alg
rithm for the theoretical approximations. First for each fr
quency we found the dielectric constants«'8 and«'9 by sub-
stituting experimental pre-threshold values ofG andC into
Eqs. ~11!, respectively. The dielectric constants« i8 and « i9
were found similarly but using the values ofG andC at large
voltages. Then we calculated the elastic constantK11 from
the threshold voltage formula,11

U th5pA4pK11

D«8
. ~13!

Next we solved the steady-state Ericksen-Leslie equation
the distribution of the director deformation angleu(z) with
the voltage as a parameter, and with this distribution

FIG. 2. Alternating Current voltage dependence of the cell capacitanc
different frequencies for~a! LC1348,~b! E49 and~c! LC1001. The numbers
in the plots denote frequency values.
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integrals in Eq.~8! were calculated according to Eqs.~7!
yielding theoretical plots ofC(V) andG(V).

To show that both the electrical and optical properties
the LC cells are influenced by the alignment effects, we p
ted the electrooptic response vs capacitance and obtaine
close to linear curves presented in Fig. 4. This method
recently suggested to linearize the electrooptic respons13

We see, however, that one should be careful in avoid
dispersion in the frequency range of the LC studied. T
electric quality factor of the LC cells,Q5vC/G, is readily
obtained from the plots in Figs. 2 and 3. As expected,Q
@1 for the nondispersive LC1348 and E49 butQ<1 for the
dispersive LC1001. On the other hand, as we have m
tioned earlier, it is the low frequency dispersion that is us
for speeding up LC modulators through dual frequency c
trol techniques. Low values of electric quality for such ce
indicate that the leakage current can constitute a consider
part of the total current and must be taken into accoun
designing the driving voltage circuits.

It is instructive to consider the so called Cole-Co
diagram12 for the LC1001 cell which is plotted in Fig. 5 fo
V510 V and features the dispersion of« i . The portion of
the plot that can be fitted with a semi-circle corresponds
Debye relaxation. In addition to this, a relatively strong t
of low frequency losses can be seen. This can be expla

FIG. 3. Alternating Current voltage dependence of the cell conductanc
different frequencies for~a! LC1348,~b! E49 and~c! LC1001.
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by the energy dissipation accompanying the frequency
alignment of the LC director at low applied frequenci
when the LC molecules are capable of following its insta
taneous values.

INFLUENCE OF THE DIELECTRIC LOSSES ON THE
NEMATIC LC CORRECTORS’ PERFORMANCE

Now we want to present two examples illustrating t
importance of taking into account the equivalent resista
of the LC layer.

First, we address the problem of dual frequency con
of nematic LC cells10 using LC1001. When we apply a low
frequency electric field~below the crossover frequency th
is equal to 7 kHz in our case!, the dielectric anisotropy is
positive and the LC molecules align along this field. With

at

FIG. 4. Phase delayDF vs cell capacitance at different frequencies for~a!
LC1348 and~b! LC1001.

FIG. 5. Cole-Cole diagram for LC1001. The numbers beside the labels
ac voltage frequencies.
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high-frequency electric field applied, the LC molecules ali
normally to the field. The modulus of the dielectric aniso
ropy defines the efficiency of the LC molecular alignment
the applied electric field: larger values ofD«8 cause a faste
response. For frequencies above the crossover frequenc
dielectric anisotropy is negative and with increasing f
quency its modulus also increases. This should prod
faster alignment of the molecules for higher frequencies.
check this, we placed the LC cell between crossed polari
with its initial alignment 45° to the axes of the polarizer
We fixed the amplitude at664 V and the duration ratio be
tween low- and high-frequency voltages at 0.3 with a to
period of 1 ms@see Fig. 6~a!#. Then we changed the value o
only the high frequency. The resulting ratio,M , of the mean
modulation amplitude of laser beam intensity to the ma
mum modulation depth, when the phase delay varies fro
to p, is shown in Fig. 6~b!. This dependency should show
montonic increase because the modulus ofD«8 increases at
f . f c and reaches saturation at 5 – 7f c . However, experi-
mentally we found the existance of the optimal value of
applied high frequency at whichM is maximal. This can be
explained by the trade-off between the dielectric losses« i9
and the dielectric anisotropyD«8, because the value of th
dielectric losses characterized by conductanceG in Eq. ~11!
is growing with frequency and has not saturated. Thus
optimal frequency should exist, and should correspond to
equilibrium between the alignment energy and the energ
the dielectric losses. In this experiment, the optimal f

FIG. 6. Influence of the high-frequency component on the modula
depth: ~a! shape of the control voltage~top! and electrooptical respons
~bottom!; ~b! dependency of the modulation depth vs the high-freque
value.
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quency is equal to 25 kHz for a square-wave control volta
Second, the amplitude-frequency control of a MLC

usually results from a variation of the effective reactance
the system. For low sheet resistance values when the co
voltage frequency and the integral resistance of the con
electrodeR satisfy the conditionf ,(RC)21, the distribution
of the control voltage modulus over the aperture should
sentially be uniform. For example, for the LC cell shown
Fig. 7~a! with a resistance between equidistant linear co
tacts R54 kV and average capacitance 0.4 nF the va
(RC)21 is equal to 1.6 MHz. However at frequencies
850–900 kHz we still observed phase inhomogeneities. F
ure 7~b! shows the interference pattern for a rms of 4 V and
f 5870 kHz. The picture was obtained using the Michels
interferometer adjusted to give initially straight fringes pe
pendicular to the LC contacts. Therefore, the phase distr
tion variation across an aperture corresponds to the defor
tion of the fringes. The experimental setup is shown in F
1. The reduction in picture contrast in Fig. 7~b! is explained
by the dynamic scattering at the periphery of the MLC
aperture that results from the high conductance of the LC
high frequencies.

To explain such behavior, we note that due to the d
persion of the dielectric constants, at certain frequencies
imaginary part«9 displays resonance behavior. At such fr
quencies the LC layer conductanceg may increase enough t
cause lateral gradients of applied voltage in the control e
trode of the MLCC. We believe this sudden rise ing to be
responsible for focusing by the MLCC based on the re
tively low resistance control electrode. To prove the act
nature of the LC impedance in this frequency range, we m
sured the phase shift between the throughput current of

n

y

FIG. 7. ~a! Schematic design of a MLCC with linear equidistant electrod
and ~b! interferogram for frequency corresponding to dielectric const
dispersion:f 5870 kHz, V54 V.
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lens and the applied voltage with a digital phase meter
obtained values of about 11°. Thus, the LC layer capacita
is effectively shunted by its conductance due to the leak
currents in the LC.

CONCLUSION

In this work we experimentally investigated electric
and optical parameters of cells with different LC materia
Phenomenological formulas that we subsequently used
the numerical simulations of adaptive spherical and cylind
cal lenses were derived. Comparison of the optical and e
trical characteristics of the LC with the low-frequency inve
sion of the dielectric anisotropy enabled us to elicit spec
features of the realignment of its molecules. By analyz
the voltage and frequency dependencies of the electric
rameters of the LC, the existence of an optimal value of
high-frequency voltage in dual-frequency control was e
plained, as was the nonuniformity of the phase distribut
over the aperture in a MLCC at high control voltage freque
cies.
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